“Optimizing collaboration and coordination among funding agencies.”

Goal for Snowmass: identify strategies or opportunities to include in the NF reports.

What are the topics in neutrino physics for which there is overlap between stewarding agencies?

How can we make sure science doesn’t fall through the cracks? What are the barriers? What are strategies to overcome the barriers? Are there any special connection opportunities to take advantage of within the Neutrino Frontier in order to enhance community science output?

What are strategies for successful optimization? Do you have any success stories? What has worked well in the past? Do you have any cautionary tales?

Are there examples of experiments successfully expanding their physics scope with support from an additional funding agency or division? Are there cautionary tales of attempts to do this?

What advice can you offer to scientists whose research and grant proposals tend to focus on cross-cutting topics?

Are there any issues, or opportunities, specific to your agency or area that you would like Neutrino Frontier community members to be aware of?